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“MODEL No. 2. K.W.”o

(Consolidated Type)
Designed for heavy power and light 
workreq uired by larger farms, stores, 
small hotels etc. It will operate 
nractlcally all modern farm power
requlrernents. Automatic -not even
a button to press. 10(1,0 watt lights 
or its equivalent In power.
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Drudgery on the Farm is like
Autocracy to the World

, a hindrance to liberty, 
Now is the time

i the farm

and prove 
; you that 
day if you 
> a chance 
n to prove

- both are unnecessary evils. Drudgery is a menace to progress

Northern Electric
POWER and LIGHT

Learn what Northern Electric Power and Light can do for eStrifp^e^and Light, operating

SSe^0=SL^so^ ^tc^THie womenfoi^^ove^lertridtjTbecau^^t^K^cl^m^

TyoÏÏhelper Northern Electric Power d^stic chore" sùdi

thne^tostudyCTops'^id stock; increases your earning power farmis'as practical as it is economical,

aside from the comfort and convenience it brings.
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all at a surprisingly low cost.

“No. 1, NORTHERN”
(Consolidated Type)

Gives all the light and power needed 
by the average home—15 to 20 light 

nL or their equivalent in power. Will 
fgSk nump 120 gals, of water per hour or

^■nrsS3ialBBHIIn^l run a washing machine, churn, etc.
I; Entirely automatic In its operation

Wjjr^.................UQs
About the System

d Light is entirely automatic and guaranteed 
it starts when there is workNorthern Electric Power an

absolutely reliable. Like a good hired man, ■
Scepting an^occasiorwd^lR^^M^ep^enSihi^fuel11^
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Valuable literature will be gladly sent free for the asking.
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Investigate and then decide
Northern Electric Company
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TOCOUPON AND RETURN

Northern Electric Company
FILL IN THIS ui

L. F. A. 109 i
limited

(address nearest house)
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self to purchase.

LIMITED
Makers of The Nations Telephones
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